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1 - My broken heart

Reverberating Silence

I need something

I seem to b missing

wat am I missing

please someone tell me

maybe its my brain

no I have one the surgeon told me

maybe its my heart 

no I'm still living 

maybe its there

and I cant see it

maybe its there

but I cant hear it

calling my name

this reverberating silence

its driving me insane

and why do I feel

this incredible pain…

here my call 

somebody please



I'm fading away

with incredible ease

why has it end

that all I can say…



2 - Bell Before The End Of This Horrible Nightmare

Bell Before The End

Why do you blame me

Why do you hate

When it was you who closed the gate

Black holes and lies

Why did this die

The Bell before the end rings 

Slowly my heart 

Feels the presence of life

Warm sunny days ahead 

This is the veil of the real meaning

The prospects black

But sometimes

Maybe once I may find the love I deserve

A name unspoken by the herd…



3 - The Light Brightens in My Eyes

The Light Brightens In My Eyes

Good lord 

U've seen this end

And so have I 

We agreed 

And now I can breathe

And now I see the sky

Blue and white 

Not black and grey

The light brightens in my eyes

I see the new day

And these black holes 

Slowly drift away…
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